Abstract. We extend, by applying a theorem of Petryshyn (1970), the approximation-solvability of the nonlinear functional equations involving strongly stable Hilbert space mappings to the case of strongly </>-stable mappings-a new and rather general class of mappings. These mappings constitute a generalization of monotone mappings. Finally, we upgrade the obtained results to the case of Banach space mappings.
Introduction
Let X and Y be separable complex Banach spaces with X* and Y* denoting their respective duals. Let D be a given set in X and A: D c X ^ Y be a (nonlinear) mapping. To investigate the approximation-solvability of the equation Ax -b (x £ D, b £ Y), Petryshyn [7] and Browder and Petryshyn [1] considered an approximation scheme 7r0 = {X", Pn, Yn, Q"} represented by an accompanying diagram X -±-> Y (i-D p,[ ja.
Xn -J^ Yn where {Xn} C X and {Y"} c Y are sequences of monotonically increasing finite-dimensional subspaces with dim Xn = dim Yn for each 77 and Pn: X -> Xn and Qn'Y^>Yn are linear continuous projections such that P"x -> x and Qny -> y for x £ X and y £ Y. Here and in what follows, the symbols "-+" and "->" shall denote the strong and weak convergence, respectively.
There are various numerical methods that lie beyond the scope of the approximation scheme Tin = {Xn , Pn, Y", Qn}, especially if we want to approximate solutions of an equation in some function space X by solutions of equations in some discrete space X" , which is not a subspace of X. Motivated by these practial considerations, the upgrades of the scheme 7tn were considered; for example, the approximation scheme 7Ti = {Xn, En, Rn, Yn, Q"} represented by diagram (1.2) where we embed the elements of X" somehow into X, say by En: Xn -► X, while restricting the elements of X to some X", say by R": X -+A",
where all An = QnAE" are continuous. For a nice survey on the approximation schemes, see [1, 2] , and for more details on the approximation-solvability, see [1, 2, 4, 6-8, 10, 13-15] .
Now we give an example where the approximation scheme ?ri is suitable, i.e., we want to approximate solutions of an equation in some function space X by solutions of equations in some discrete space X" = R", which is not a subspace of X. ReLLx -Au, <j>(x -u)] > d\\x -u\\2 for all x, u £ X.
We note that when Y = X* (X reflexive), A: X -► X is strongly 0-accretive in the sense of Ray [9] .
The main aim of this paper is to generalize the results on the approximationsolvability of the functional equations involving strongly stable mappings, by applying a theorem of Petryshyn [6] to the case of strongly ^-stable mappingsa new and rather general class of mappings-in a Hilbert space setting. In the final section, we upgrade the obtained results to a Banach space setting with a more general approximation scheme.
A where all A" = P"AEn are continuous, X" = span{ej, ... , e"} for a complete orthonormal system (ei) in X, Pn: X -> Xn is orthogonal projection from X onto X" and £":!"-»! is the embedding with I, CI (i.e., Enxn = x" for all xn £ X"). Then the approximate problems (2.2) relate to a projection method-Galerkin method. Proof of Theorem 3.3. To prove this, we apply Lemma 1.9, i.e., we first need to show the approximation scheme 712 is an admissible inner approximation scheme along with consistency and stability and then A is A-proper with respect tO 772 • Since \\En\\ -1 and ||P"|| = 1 For all n , and since Pnx -► x as 77 -► 00 for all x £ X, this implies that lim \\EnP"x -x|| = 0 for all x € X, n->oo i.e., the compatibility condition, in the sense of Definition 1.2.
Consistency. Since the approximation scheme 7^2 is compatible and A is continuous, it follows that \\AE"P"x -Ax\\ -> 0 as 77 -> 00. Furthermore, since sup \\Pn\\ < 00 , we arrive at the consistency condition for all x £ X \\PnAx -AnP"x\\ = \\PnAx -PnAEnPnx\\ < ||P"|| ||^x -AEnPnx\\ -> 0 as 77 -» 00.
Stability. Since A is strongly ^-stable, we have for all x, y £ X \(Ax-Ay,4>(x-y))\>c\\x-y\\2.
For all x, y £ X" , it follows that \\Anx -A"y\\ \\tp(x -y)\\ > \(A"x -Any, J>(x -y))\ = \(PnAEnx-PnAEny,tp(x-y))\ { ' ' = \(Ax -Ay, P"<Kx -y))\ = \(Ax-Ay,cj>(x-y))\>c\\x-y\\2, and consequently, \\Anx -Any\\ > c\\x -y\\ for all x, y £ Xn .
A-properness. To show A is A-proper, let sup||x"|| < 00 and (3.3) \\P"AE"x" -P"b\\ -> 0 as 77 -> 00, where xn £ Xn. Since X is reflexive, there exists a subsequence (again) denoted (x") such that xn --x in X as 77 -► 00. We need only show that x" -» x in X as n -> 00, and Ax = b . For all y £ X , we have (x" -P"x, y) = (x" , y) -(P"x ,y)-+0, and so x" -P"x --0. It follows that, as n -* 00,
AP"x -> Ax, P"AP"x -> Ax, and hence
Now, by condition (3.1), we have c||x" -Pnx\\2 < \(PnAxn -P"APnx, <j>(xn -Pnx))\ = \(P"(Axn -AP"x), tf)(xn -Pnx))\ -+0 as 77-^00, and so ||x" -Pnx\\ -> 0 as n -> oo, implying x" -P"x -+ 0 as 77 -► co . Since ||.E"|| < 00, it implies ||.E"x" -EnP"x\\ -> 0 as n -> 00.
Moreover, the compatibility condition (in the sense of Definition 1.2) implies \\E"P"x -x\\ -> 0 as 77-> 00.
It follows that \\Enx" -x\\ -> 0 as 77 -► 00 . Again, since x" -Pnx -> 0 implies that xn -> x as 77 -► 00, the assumption (3.3) implies that Ax" -» b, and A is continuous, we obtain Ax -b, i.e., A is A-proper. Now the proof follows by an application of Lemma 1.9, and this concludes the proof.
Concluding remarks
It seems that Theorem 3.3 can be upgraded to the case of Banach spaces by extending the approximation scheme in the following manner: Let X and Y be separable complex Banach spaces (X reflexive) with dim X = dim Y -00, and let A: X -► Y* from X to Y*, the dual of Y, be strongly ^-stable and continuous. Let (X") and (Y") respectively be Galerkin schemes in X and Y such that Xn = span{^!", ... , e">n} and Yn = span{/i", ... , /"<"}, 77 = 1, 2, ... . Let E": X" -> X and Q":Y"-*Y be the embedding mappings with X" c X
and Y" C Y. We construct Rn: X -► Xn in such a manner that for each x £ X there exists at least an element R"x e Xn such that ||x -R"x\\ = dist(x, X"). We consider the equation For Y = X, Y" = X", S" = R", Q" = E", and Q*n = E*, diagram (4.3) reduces to X -^ X -^-^ X*
